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1. SUHRAKY

During this quarter, the thermal stress model was used to

generate the design of a low-stress lid and shield configuration, which

was fabricated and tested experimentally. The results agreed with the

predictions of the buckling model and crystals were grown to a width of

49.9 mm.

In preliminary tests, the New Experimental Web Growth Facility

performed as designed, producing web on the first run. These experi-

ments suggested desirable design modifications in the melt level sensing

system to improve further its performance, and these are being

implemented.
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2. INTRODUCTION

Silicon dendritic web is a single crystal silicon ribbon

material which provides substantial alvantages for low-cost manufacture

of solar cells. A significant feature of the process is the growth from

a melt of silicon without constraining dies, resulting in an oriented

single crystal ribbon having excellent surface features. In common with

other more classical processes such as Czochralski growth, impurity

rejection into the melt permits the use of less pure "solar grade"

starting material without significantly affecting cell performance. A

unique property of the dendritic web process is the growth of long

ribbons of controllable width and thickness which not only facilitates

automation of subsequent processing into solar cells, but also results

in high material utilization since cutting and polishing are not

required.

On the present contract, three broad areas of work are

emphasized:

I. The development of thermal stress models in order to
understand the detailed parameters which generate buckling

stresses. The model can then be used to guide the design of

improved inw-stress web growth configurations for
experimental testing.

2. Experiments to increase our understanding of the effects of
various parameters on the web growth process.

3. The construction of an experimental web growth machine which
contains in a single unit all the mechanical and electronic
features developed previously so that experiments can be
carried out under tightly controlled conditions.
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Thus, the principal objective of this work has been to expand our

knowledge and understanding of both the theoretical and exper{mental

aspects of the web growth process to provide a solid base for sub-

stantial improvements in both area throughput and web crystal quality.

During this reporting period, the modeling results were used as

the basis for the design of a new lid and shield configuration.

Experimental evaluation of this design gave results in almost perfect

agreement with the predictions of the model.

r
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3. TECHNICAL PROGRESS

3.1 Modeling of Dendritic Web Growth

Previous studies of thermal stress and buckling have used

mathematical models to eva;.uate the performance of real, or at least

proposed, lid and shield configurations. This type of analysis was

continued during the present period but, in addition, stresses were

computed for several temperature distributions which were synthesized

purely on the basis of their mathematical properties. These "synthetic"

temperature profiles were evaluated to illustrate the requirements of a

low-stress profile.

3.1.1 Synthetic Temperature Profile Results

Boley and Wiener( 1 ) have published an often-cited series

solution for the stress components in a uniform ribbon having a

temperature distribution varying only with x (the coordinate along the

length of the ribbon). The first term of their r Ault for oxx is
2	 2

aEw
axx i 

6	 (3 - 2) T ..	 (1J

w

where a is the thermal expansivity (assumed to be constant), E is

Young's mudulus (also constant), w is the half width of the ribbon, and

y is the width coordinate. The prediction of equation 1, that axx 0 0

if T" - 0, does not hold if the thermoelastic properties (a or E) vary

with temperature; for our calculations we assume that E is constant but

allow a to depend on temperature. the condition for zero stress is then

(oT)" - 0, and for constant stress, equation 1 becomes
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(aT) .. - 6a
xx

/E(3w2 - y2)	
(21

By assuming an analytic form for a(T), e.g., a = ao + a lT, equation 2

can be solved to identify temperature distributions giving constant

stress in the ribbon. A series of such temperature distributions is

shown in Figure 1, where the parameter labeling the curves is the

difference in stress between the ribbon center and ribbon edge.

The series solution from which equation 1 was derived only

applies when end effects are negli,, 4hle and when T" (or(aT)") is not

changing rapidly. Both of these conditions are violated near the growth

front of the dendritic web. Sind essentially zero tension is applied

to the growing interface, the growth front is a traction-free

boundary. Further, because of the rapidly charging high temperature of

the ribbon in this region, T" also changes rapidly. In order to develop

at least a semi-quantitative understanding of the effect of these two

conditions on the thermal stresses, two "synthetic" temperature profiles

were used as input data for the WECAh stress calculations.

To illustrate the effect of the traction-free boundary, a

temperature profile was used that would generate a constant stress

according to equation 2. The traction-free boundary condit!.on was

intrinaic to the WECM analysis used for the calculation.

The result is shown in Figure 2, which depicts Aaxx along the

ribbon. This stress parameter was chosen since it reduces the "grain"

inherent in the finite element calculations. From simple inspection of

the curve, it can be seen that the end effect of the free boundary

extends for a distance approximately equal to the ribbon width (2.7 cm

in this calculation). Although the fit is not exact, the effect of the

boundary seems to be approximately a complementary Gaussian with a

characteristic length equal to the ribbon width. This result shows that

the details of the (aT)" curve near the growth front are mitigated to a

large extent by the end effect. This may be of importance in future

5
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lid/snicid design efforts in that the design itself may be separable

into two regions: one near the growth front and one further up the

crystal.

The second synthetic temperature profile was intended to show

how stresses caused by changes in (aT)" affect adjacent regions of the

crystal. The temperature profile used for the analysis was composed of

two zero stress segments with the transition at the midpoint of the

finite element mesh. Thus (SAT)" ^ 0 everywhere, but all the higher

derivatives were essentially infinite at the midpoint to give an

effective delta function for thermal stress generation.

The results of the WECAN calculations are shown in Figure 3; 3a

is the temperature distribution used as input for the WECAN analysis,

and 3b is the resulting ox and ay. The effect of discontinuity in the

curvature of the prcfile obviously spreads over a significant region of

the crystal. Again, the ox distribution is approximately a Gaussian

With a characteristic length of the ribbon half—width.

The importance of the results in this run lie in understanding

the interaction of dif'erent regions of the (aT)" curve. In the

previous analysis of web growth configurations, it was obvious that

there was a connection between the stress componerrs and the (aT)"

values, but it was certainly not as simple as implied by equation 1.

The present result indicates that an averaging (or perhaps a

convolution) analysis is more appropriate but further gives some

indication as to the magnitude of the characteristic distance.

3.1.2 Design of J419 Growth Configuration

Analysis of the stress distribution and buckling characteristics

of dendritic web growth configurations suggested that a major

contribution to the buckling cornea from a large peak in ax which

occurred nt .r the point where the web left the shield stack.

Furthermore, there were several positive local maxima in the lid region

of the crystal. The results of the runs with synthetic temperature

i
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profiles suggested that some additional localized heating was needed

near the growth front while maintaining the loss to furnace ambient. In

addition, losses further along the crystal should be reduced to lower

the large x-stress peak. These design requirements seemed to translate

into a relatively thick, hot lid with a relatively tall shield stack

having shield slots of increasing width.

The resulting configuration is shown in Figure 4. The lid

itself is thicker -- .5 inch instead of the .38 inch or .25 inch lid

used in a previous configurations. Surmounting the lid are four shields

with slot openings arranged so that the web at the growth front has a

25.60 clear view of the cold furnace interior. This configuration was

analyzed for thermal stresses using lid and shield temperatures deduced

from measurements on other configurations. The stress calculations

indicated that the Aox peak was about half the magnitude of previously

calculated values and the ay value at the interface was comparable with

previous calculations.

On the basis of the calculated thermal stresses, a full buckling

analysis was performed on the model. The results indicated that a 150 um

thick web crystal would not buckle ; , t widths narrower than 38 mm. This

was a substantial improvement over previous designs and the decision was

made to fabricate a set of lids and shields that would give a real

growth system representing the design analyzed with the models.

The initial run of the configuration included thermocouples in

the lid, bottom shield, and top shield. The measured temperatures were

consistent with the temperatures assumed for the stress and buckling.

More important, however, was the result that in the initial run an

unbuckled crystal was grown to a width of 35 mm, although the thickness

was only 125 W. In subsequent runs, thicker web (190 um) was grown to

a width of 44 mm without bucklicc and to 49.9 mm with only slight

deformation. These width and thickness values are in almost perfect

agreement •.. :, the buckling predictions.

10
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3.2 New Experimental Web Growth Facility
i

The New Experimental Web Growth Facility (N-Furnace) was

operated on a regular basis. The major objectives of these experimec

were to "tune in" the shield and work coil positions for simultaneous

growth with melt replenishment and to evaluate the performance of the

melt level sensing and control systems. A J98M3 lid and shield

configuration, adapted for melt replenishment by the addition of fee(

and liner holes, was used for these experiments. This configuration

designed for width limitation and the growth behavior had been well-

characterized in the WA and WB furnace facilities, although not under

conditions of constant melt level.

During the initial runs, installation of the melt level sen&

circuitry had not yet been completed, so that replenishment was carr

out with manually set feed rates. The first step was to establish t'

end shield settings for various replenishment rakes so that sufficie

high temperatures were maintained in the feed compartment of the

crucible to melt the pellets at the required rate. At the same time,

growth behavior was tested at these shield settings in order to

establish what feed rates could be achieved without compromising web

growth, i.e., the amount of shielding that could be used without

seriously perturbing the temperature distribution in the growth region

of the melt. These experiments indicated that for web widths of about

2.5 cm, full replenishment rates cou19 be accomplished without

difficulty, but that the shielding required for feed rates needed for

3 cm or greater width could begin to affect the temperature distribution

in the growth region adversely. This effect can be compensated for by a

slight modification of the lid slot geometry, as subsequently proved by

experiment.

During this period, installation of the melt level sensing 	 ?

circuitry was completed and tested during growth experiments. It

performed as designed but, on the basis of several experimental runs, it

was decided that greater sensitivity in the sensing circuit would be

12
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desirable, i.e., the control baud was too wide. Another desirable

modification is an adjustable upper limit on the feed rate so that it

cannot exceed the rate at which pelletb melt easily. M uor design

changes were made and are beit% implemented.

As m;j ified, the new furnace tacility will enable growth

experiments to be carried out under completely controlled long-term,

steady-state thermal conditions.



4. CONCLUSIUNS

For the first time, the modeling effort was applied to the

a priori design of a new low-stress lid and shield configuration.

Ex perimental evaluation gave results consistent with the predictions of

the model and confirmed the validity of the models and their usefulness

as design tools. At the same time, the modeling effort has greatly

enhanced our understanding of the effects on web growth of some rather

subtle variations in temperature distribution.

The New experimental Web Growth Facility, which incorporates all

the functions needed for long-term, steady-state growth conditions, will

allow experiments to be carried out under known constant reproducible

thermal conditions.
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5. PLANS AND FUTURE WORK

During development of the J419 configuration, one inadequacy

become apparent: the present model used to calculate the temperature

distribution in the web considers the entire shield stock as one lumped

element. This approach was adequate when only one or two shields were

modeled, but is much less satisfactory when a multi shield assembly such

as the J419 is modeled. There appears to be relatively direct ways to

modify the web temperature model and this will be attempted in the next

quarter.

The New Facility will be used to test new growth configurations

under controlled, steady-state conditions.

6. 14EW TECHNOLOGY

No new technology is reportable for the period covered.
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9. PROGRAM SCHEDULE AND COSTS

I

9.1 Updated Program Plan

9.1.1 Milestone Chart (see page 17)

9.1.2 Program Cost Summary (see page 16)

9.1.3 Program Labor Summary (see page 19)

9.2 Man-Hours and Costs

Man-hours Costs

Previous 18,566 Previous 847,589

This Period 4,314 This Period 186,933

Cumulative 22,880 Cumulative 1,034,522
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